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Abstract 

Atom probe tomography (APT) can theoretically deliver accurate chemical and isotopic analyses 
at a high level of sensitivity, precision, and spatial resolution. However, empirical APT data often contain 
significant biases that lead to erroneous chemical concentration and isotopic abundance measurements. The 
present study explores the accuracy of quantitative isotopic analyses performed via atom probe mass 
spectrometry. A machine learning-based adaptive peak fitting algorithm was developed to provide a 
reproducible and mathematically defensible means to determine peak shapes and intensities in the mass 
spectrum for specific ion species. The isotopic abundance measurements made with the atom probe are 
compared directly with the known isotopic abundance values for each of the materials. Even in the presence 
of exceedingly high numbers of multi-hit detection events (up to 80 %), and in the absence of any deadtime 
corrections, our approach produced isotopic abundance measurements having an accuracy consistent with 
values limited predominantly by counting statistics. 
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Highlights 

 APT isotopic measurement accuracy was explored. 
 Isotopic analysis accuracy was limited predominantly by counting statistics. 
 Machine learning-based peak fitting can improve accuracy and reproducibility. 
 Analyses using timing-signal-only-based single-hit data greatly improved accuracy. 
 IVAS corrected TOF data appears to contain little or no bias from pulse pile-up. 
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1.0 Introduction 

Atom probe microscopy remains distinct among other forms of mass spectrometric analysis for 
solid-state specimens. The specimen atoms to be analyzed are field evaporated, not sputtered, ablated, or 
dissolved in liquid. Ideally, all elements are ionized with equal, and near 100 %, efficiency. The detection 
efficiency can approach 80 % and be independent of the ion species being detected. Hence, the atom probe 
can theoretically deliver accurate compositional analyses at a level of sensitivity and precision that would 
require an analysis volume roughly an order of magnitude larger when analyzed with other forms of mass 
spectrometry - all without the need for matrix correction algorithms or relative sensitivity factors to convert 
the ion counts to meaningful fractional abundances. However, the physics of an atom probe measurement 
can cause significant perturbations from the ideal. The causes for these perturbations can include differences 
in field ionization potential among elements and compounds; thermal dissipation; single or multiple ion 
emission by element and compound (on a per pulse basis); specimen shape; detection and analysis related 
artifacts; and more. Therefore, it can be a complex undertaking to understand chemical composition bias 
when it occurs. Further, the implication is that quantitative analyses in the atom probe can be trusted only 
if the chemical composition (or isotopic abundance) is known a-priori, or if additional information (e.g., 
correlative data from an independent analysis technique) is available to lend confidence to the results 
obtained via the atom probe [1-11].  

Accurate quantitative analyses using atom probe tomography (APT) are hindered by the lack of 
community-wide accepted procedures for determining the number of ions in any given peak of a mass 
spectrum, i.e., “ranging,” or assigning regions of interest in the mass spectrum to specific ion species. Since 
the peak form is governed by evaporation physics, material properties, and detector system response, the 
peak form (including the leading edge and trailing tail of the peak and the peak resolution) varies between 
different ion species in atom probe spectra, so no single model peak form can be universally applied to all 
peaks within a single spectrum or between data sets of a given material. Figure 1 illustrates this point by 
superimposing the various peak forms observed in a single mass spectrum, and the corresponding corrected 
time-of-flight (TOF) spectrum, from a natural mineral specimen of uraninite. The varying peak resolution 
means the peak shapes, or forms, must be taken into account (e.g., by using integrated peak intensities) to 
obtain the most accurate chemical analysis, as demonstrated by Figure 2. Figure 2 shows a hypothetical 
mass spectrum consisting of three Gaussian peaks. The three peaks each have an identical integrated peak 
intensity (i.e., area), but a different resolution (i.e., standard deviation). If each peak were to represent a 
different element, the true concentration of each component would be about 0.333. However, quantification 
using only the peak maxima will yield erroneous concentration results – blue (left) = 0.57, black (middle) 
= 0.29, red (right) = 0.14). Since all the peak forms are Gaussian, using the integrated peak intensity at the 
full width at half maximum (FWHM) would account for the change in resolution and produce accurate 
quantitative analysis results. However, had each of the three peak forms been different, as often occurs in 
APT, evaluation using the FWHM would have failed to produce the most accurate analysis result. A 
quantification strategy that accounts for peak shape is therefore the best option when performing 
quantitative analyses involving different ion species or the decomposition of overlapping peaks. However, 
as mentioned above, there is currently no community-wide consensus on how best to address this problem. 
A few methods have been proposed to decompose atom probe mass spectrum peaks [12-14], including 
blind deconvolution [15]; however, two approaches are used most often. The analyst either manually selects 
a region of interest on the mass spectrum to assign to a specific ion species, or a Gaussian or exponentially 
modified Gaussian function is fit to the peaks. The peak tails are usually modeled as exponential functions 
[16, 17]. Regardless of the methods used to define regions of interest, for either inter-element or isotopic 
quantitative analyses, the results often significantly exceed 10 % relative error (We define percent relative 
error as 100 % × (measured value - accepted value) / accepted value.), and the accuracy may not be 
reproducible between replicate measurements on the same material [10, 11]. Further, atom probe mass 
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spectrum peaks are not always well fit by a Gaussian or exponentially modified Gaussian function, and the 
form of peak tails can be complicated and not well modeled by a single exponential function.  Knowledge 
of the true peak form would be required to assess the integrated peak intensity or to perform an accurate 
peak decomposition. When working with natural materials, the known isotope abundances are often used 
to guide the peak decomposition process and remove the contribution of one peak from another in an 
isobaric peak overlap. Isotopic abundance analysis is, therefore, thought to be fairly accurate in the atom 
probe. However, in an earlier paper on boron analysis, we found large discrepancies in isotopic abundance 
measurements could occur [18]. 

Isotopic abundance measurements in the atom probe are, in many ways, the simplest form of 
analysis we can perform. For isotopic variants of a single ion species (e.g., 204Pb2+, 206Pb2+, 207Pb2+, 208Pb2+), 
the peaks should be nearly identical in form, since only the mass (number of neutrons) differs between 
isotopes of the same element. Further, isotopes are chemically and physically alike, within slight variations. 
Therefore, in absence of deadtime effects, we expect any variations in peak intensity to be solely due to 
differences in isotopic abundance. Isotopic abundance measurement is, therefore, a way of testing some of 
the basic assumptions used for quantitative analysis in the atom probe. Indeed, accurate isotopic analysis is 
a prerequisite for accurate chemical quantification - i.e., if we cannot accurately measure isotopic 
abundance, we have no hope of accurately measuring complex multi-element and multi-compound 
chemical compositions. Isotopic abundance measurements, therefore, provide a basis for assessing the 
ultimate accuracy of atom probe mass spectrometry. Moreover, atom probe-based isotopic abundance 
measurements have become increasingly common in applications requiring high spatial resolution analyses 
on inherently nano-scale volumes of material, e.g., nuclear fuels [10, 19], geological materials [20, 21], 
semiconductor materials [22-26], and meteoritic materials [27-31]. For perspective, the mass of material 
included in an APT analysis often ranges from a few hundred femtograms down to tens of attograms. 

We explore the empirical accuracy of quantitative isotopic abundance measurements via atom 
probe mass spectrometry to better understand the causes of some limited sources of bias. While the 
commercial atom probe instrument can deliver 3-dimensional (3-D) chemically resolved images, we will 
largely ignore the imaging capabilities of the instrument and focus on mass spectrometry. We hypothesize 
that the peaks of an isotopic series (same charge state and molecular form) have nominally identical peak 
shapes [15]. While this assumption generally will not hold for inter-element analyses and analyses involving 
different ions species, it has proved accurate for isotopic variants of a single ion species. The specimen 
materials used in this study were nominally pure materials having known “natural” isotopic abundances 
that could be readily compared to measurements made with the atom probe. Different methods for assigning 
mass spectrum regions to specific ion species are discussed. A machine learning-based adaptive peak fitting 
algorithm was developed to provide a reproducible and mathematically defensible means for determining 
peak shapes and intensities for specific ion species. The accuracy of isotopic abundance measurements was 
evaluated for a wide range of elements, including: lead (Pb), boron (B), tungsten (W), and uranium (U). 
Even in the presence of exceedingly high numbers of multi-hit detection events (> 80 %), and in absence 
of any deadtime corrections, accurate isotopic abundance measurements were possible. 

 

2.0 Experiment 

2.1 Data Acquisition 

A CAMECA, Inc. Local Electrode Atom Probe (LEAP®) 4000Si instrument1 was used for all data 
acquisition in this study. The instrument is equipped with a UV laser (355 nm) and a straight flight path 

 
1 Disclaimer 
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length of 90 mm was employed. The laser polarization direction was fixed parallel to the long axis of the 
specimen in an effort to maximize the efficiency with which the specimen was heated [32].  The detection 
efficiency of the ion detection system is approximately 50 % [33]. 

Specimen materials and data acquisition conditions are provided in Table 1. All the materials are 
available as nominally pure materials, National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) Standard 
Reference Materials (SRMs®), or Certified Reference Materials (CRMs) - SRM 981 (common lead, isotopic 
standard), CRM 129-A (triuranium octoxide, natural uranium isotopic standard), natural tungsten, natural 
boron, and cubic boron nitride (CBN). The materials were of natural origin or designed specifically to 
mimic natural materials, so the isotopic abundance was known or assumed. Natural boron can have a wide 
range of isotopic abundance values that depend on the source of the natural boron. The abundance of 10B 
has been observed to vary from 0.189 to 0.204. We have elected to use a 10B abundance of 0.199, since this 
was listed as the IUPAC representative isotopic composition [34], and it is the abundance NIST has deemed 
to be most commonly encountered in the laboratory2. The atom probe specimens were prepared using 
conventional lift-out techniques and ion milling techniques in a FEI Nova NanoLab 600 and a FEI Helios 
NanoLab 660 FIB-SEM [35-37]. The Nova instrument was equipped with an OmniProbe 200 
micromanipulator. The Helios instrument was equipped with a FEI EasyLift micromanipulator. The lift-
out specimens were placed on commercially available flat-top-post silicon atom probe specimen support 
coupons. The final ion milling step was often done at 5 keV to reduce the amount of ion beam damage and 
gallium or platinum (in-situ deposited) contamination on the surface of the specimen.  The specimen 
materials and acquisition conditions were specifically chosen to span most of the periodic table and to 
provide a wide range of values for the fraction of multi-hit detection events - tungsten at the low end of this 
range (approx. 0.04) and CBN at the high end (approx. 0.8) (Table1).  

 

2.2 Data Analysis 

2.2.1 IVAS Analysis 

The CAMECA Integrated Visualization and Analysis Software (IVAS®) (v3.6.14, v3.8.2) was used 
to create a 3-D spatial reconstruction of the ions for each data set, using standard procedures discussed in 
the literature [38-41]. A voltage evolved tip radius and default reconstruction parameters were used for each 
reconstruction, since the spatial reconstruction was not critical for this work. IVAS was also used to 
generate corrected TOF and mass spectra for some analyses. Since timing resolution varies with position 
on a 2-dimensional (2-D) position sensitive detector, peak shape may vary locally within a 3-D 
reconstruction, even for the same ion species. To reduce this effect, we chose to work with portions of the 
ion data pattern that were nominally centered on the ion detector and approximately similar in diameter 
between data sets (approx. 50 mm). The spectra were exported as *.csv files. The ion information was 
exported to *.ePOS files [42, 43] to permit additional analyses not possible in IVAS. Specialized custom 
scripts were used to read the *.ePOS files, create additional spectra, range spectra, filter the data by 
multiplicity, fit peaks, and perform peak decomposition. Using these scripts, it was also possible to remove 
detection events designated as multi-hit from the 3-D reconstruction data stored in an *.ePOS file. The 
remaining single-hit-only reconstruction data could then be saved as a *.csv file which was converted into 

 
Certain commercial equipment, instruments, or materials are identified in this paper in order to specify the 
experimental procedure adequately. Such identification is not intended to imply recommendation or 
endorsement by the National Institute of Standards and Technology, nor is it intended to imply that the 
materials or equipment identified are necessarily the best available for the purpose. 
 
2 The reader is referred to https://physics.nist.gov/cgi-bin/Compositions/stand_alone.pl?ele=B and 
https://www.nist.gov/pml/atomic-weights-and-isotopic-compositions-column-descriptions#comp.  
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a *.POS file using the FileConvert Utility in IVAS, so the native IVAS local range assisted background 
(LRAB) method could be used on the single-hit reconstructions and mass spectra. The scripts were written 
in R, a programming language for statistical computing, using the free and open-source integrated 
development environment, RStudio3. 

2.2.2 Ion Ranging Strategies 

We compared four different methods for assigning regions of the mass spectrum, or TOF spectrum, 
to specific ion species (i.e., isotopic variants with the same charge state and molecular form) for 
quantification. Each charge state was treated as a separate measurement when determining isotopic 
abundance. The abundance measurements made for each charge state were averaged together to produce 
the overall abundance measurement that was reported for each sample. In addition to the following four 
ranging strategies, some analyses used filtered data sets wherein detection events designated as multi-hit 
had been removed. These analyses are identified as “Filtered”, “Singles,” or “Single-Hit.” The source of 
the spectrum used for the analysis is indicated as the *.ePOS file (ePOS) or the Cal/Recon Wizard (CRW), 
since this has a significant impact on the analysis results, as will be discussed below. Various combinations 
of these analysis conditions have been included in the Results and Discussion section to provide a mix of 
conventional analyses to compare with our proposed method. 

Local Range Assisted Background Method (LRAB) 

LRAB analyses were performed in IVAS using the integrated peak intensities within ion ranges 
defined by the analyst in the mass spectrum (ePOS). The LRAB model uses a power law extrapolation to 
estimate peak tail contributions under each adjacent peak and includes a TOF-independent background 
contribution. Details of the LRAB can be found in the IVAS User Guide. Within the isotopic variants of a 
given ion species, care was exercised to ensure corresponding regions were selected for each peak and the 
width of each ion range was identical, under the assumption that all isotopic variants of a given ion species 
have nominally the same peak form (see section 3.1). Since the choice of the ion range associated with a 
given isotopic peak is a subjective decision made by the IVAS user, some variability in analysis results can 
arise from the analyst’s decisions. The LRAB analyses were compared under two different data conditions 
– all ion detection events and single-hit ion detection events. 

Maximum Channel Method (Max Channel) 

Max Channel analyses use only the channel with the highest ion count for each peak in a family of 
peaks, i.e., the isotopic variants of a given ion species, in the mass spectrum (ePOS). A constant local 
background approximation was used under each family of peaks. This background estimate was determined 
by averaging a collection of spectrum bins immediately to the left of the family of peaks. The number of 
bins used was dependent upon the bin width in the spectrum, but generally numbered in the tens to hundreds 
of bins. Since the mass spectrum is a binned histogram, each channel is subject to statistical fluctuations 
due to counting statistics. The Max Channel method, as defined here, does not compensate for contributions 
from overlapping peaks. All ion detection events were used in the Max Channel analyses, except where 
noted otherwise. 

Full Width at Half Maximum Method (FWHM) 

The FWHM analyses used the integrated peak intensity under the mass spectrum (ePOS) region 
spanned by the FWHM for each isotope peak in the family of peaks. The channel with the highest ion count 
for each peak was used to designate the maximum value for that peak. Since the mass spectrum is a binned 
histogram, each channel is subject to fluctuations due to counting statistics and it is unlikely any single 
channel will have a count exactly half that of the maximum channel. Therefore, criteria must be established 
for determining which two channels - one on the leading side of the peak and one on the trailing side of the 

 
3 The reader is referred to https://www.r-project.org/ and  https://www.rstudio.com/. 
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peak - define the range of channels spanned at the half maximum. Generally, these two channels were 
chosen such that the channels themselves had a count above the calculated half maximum, as did all 
channels between them. For low-count peaks (e.g., 180W), two channels having a count below the calculated 
half maximum value could be included in the channels lying between the two channels designating the half 
maximum positions. The FWHM method used the constant local background approximation under each 
family of peaks, as defined above for the Max Channel method. Also, the FWHM method, as defined here, 
does not compensate for contributions from overlapping peaks. All ion detection events were used in the 
FWHM analyses, except where noted otherwise. 

Adaptive Peak Fitting 

A machine learning-based adaptive peak fitting algorithm was developed to provide a reproducible and 
mathematically defensible means to determine peak shapes and intensities for specific ion species in the 
corrected TOF spectrum (or mass spectrum) and to use this information to calculate isotopic abundances. 
The algorithm uses a gradient descent approach [44] to minimize the sum of squared residuals (SSR) to 
find an optimum peak form, subject to the constraints that all isotopic variants of a given ion species will 
have the same peak form and the spectrum is a linear combination of these component peak spectra. 
Additional information, including a detailed outline of the code, is provided in the Supplementary Materials 
for the interested reader. In contrast to the algorithm proposed by Johnson, et al. [15], our algorithm does 
not perform a true deconvolution in the mathematical sense. Rather, the algorithm decomposes the spectrum 
into component peaks, each having the same form, that when added together will produce a “best fit” to the 
empirical spectrum. The peak form is not assumed a priori, but rather is determined iteratively and channel-
by-channel from the corrected TOF spectrum (or mass spectrum). Another advantage of this method is that 
it allows contributions from partially overlapping adjacent peaks to be separated from one another without 
having to make assumptions about isotopic abundance - which is commonly how the peak decomposition 
problem is handled, but useless when trying to measure the isotopic abundance.  

Generally, we chose to work with the corrected TOF spectrum exported from the IVAS (CRW) when 
peak fitting, since TOF is the native domain of the atom probe [15]. Moreover, we might expect adjacent 
isotopic variant peaks in the corrected TOF spectrum to have less difference between them (at FWHM) 
than in the corresponding mass spectrum. Therefore, using the corrected TOF spectrum can theoretically 
reduce fitting errors associated with our assumption that isotopic variants of the same ion species share a 
common peak form. For example, Figure 1 shows the mass peaks, and their corresponding corrected TOF 
peaks, for a natural mineral specimen of uraninite. The mass peaks included in Figure 1 span the range from 
1 Da to 286 Da. If the mass peak FWHM values are plotted against mass-to-charge state ratio (m/n), a 
nominally linear plot is the result. Likewise, a plot of the corrected TOF peak FWHM values versus the 
corrected TOF produces a nominally linear plot. Using a linear least squares approximation, the slope of 
the corrected TOF peak plot was found to be about half that for the mass peak plot, indicating isotopic 
variants of a single ion species will have less FWHM variation between them in the corrected TOF 
spectrum.  

Due to the constantly varying standing voltage applied during atom probe data acquisition, the TOF 
for a given ion (e.g. 10B2+) will vary throughout acquisition. A voltage correction must be applied to the raw 
data, to in effect, refer all ion flight times to a single reference voltage. Without the voltage correction and 
a flight path length correction, sharp, clearly defined peaks would not be observed in the TOF spectrum, or 
the mass spectrum. The parameterized voltage correction used in IVAS calculates a different “optimal” 
reference voltage for each data set. Therefore, the peak positions observed in the corrected TOF spectra, as 
reported/exported by IVAS, can vary from data set to data set, even for spectra collected from different 
samples of the same material. This contrasts with the calibrated peak positions in the mass spectrum 
reported by IVAS. Direct use of the IVAS corrected TOF spectra are thus less conducive to batch processing 
because our current adaptive peak fitting algorithms require that the peak positions (and number of isotopes) 
be entered manually prior to an analysis. Further, the IVAS software has traditionally provided no means 
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to directly output the corrected TOF information specific to each ion through the *.ePOS file or another file 
format. As suggested by Johnson, et al. [15], it is possible to transform the calibrated mass peaks to 
corrected TOF peaks by taking the square root of the (m/n) values and applying a scaling factor. The (m/n)-
to-corrected TOF conversion relies on the expression, (t = C * sqrt(m/n), where t is the corrected TOF and 
C is a constant scaling factor equal to sqrt((d^2)/2eV), where d = flight path length, V = reference voltage, 
and e = unit electron charge. A reference voltage must be chosen to calculate the scaling factor. It is not 
clear, which reference voltage should be chosen. However, if the IVAS-calculated “optimal” voltage is 
used, the corrected TOF peak positions will vary from spectrum to spectrum, as in IVAS. It is also important 
to mention, the instrument manufacturer has defined the multi-hit detection events in the ion data used by 
the IVAS (CRW) in a manner different than that used for the ion data reported in the *.ePOS file. The ion 
detection event information in the IVAS (CRW) is “raw”, i.e. timing-signal-based only, and not further 
defined by the hit finding algorithm. The ion information in the *.ePOS file is recorded after hit finding, 
ion feedback (IFB) filtering, and other data processing has been applied to the data set. For example, some 
raw multi-hit events are redefined as single-hit events due to: (1) the prompt IFB software filter or (2) the 
hit-finding algorithm only resolving one ion from more than six timing signals. Likewise, some raw partial-
hit events are also redefined as single-hit events. As a result, it is generally not possible to reproduce the 
unsampled single-hit corrected TOF spectrum reported/exported by IVAS from the (m/n) information 
provided in the *.ePOS file. The difference in data after the hit-finding treatments can be significant (Table 
S 1). For example, in our CBN data set, the *.ePOS file recorded almost twice as many single-hit events as 
were observed in the unsampled single-hit corrected TOF spectrum of the IVAS (CRW). (Table and Figure 
labels designated with an “S” can be found in the Supplementary Materials.) Interestingly, we found the 
unsampled single-hit corrected TOF spectrum of the IVAS (CRW), i.e. timing-signal-only-based single-hit 
detection events, yielded the most accurate isotopic analysis results, not the *.ePOS data (see section 3.3.5 
CBN Results and Discussion, below). 

The adaptive peak fitting analyses were compared under two different data conditions – all ion 
detection events and single-hit ion detection events. The method used a constant local background 
approximation under each family of peaks, as defined above for the Max Channel method. A 0.01 ns bin 
width was generally used for peak fitting TOF spectra, except where noted otherwise, since this provided 
both efficient run time and acceptable accuracy. Using too coarse of a bin size (e.g., 0.1 ns) can make it 
impossible to properly position the peaks to yield an accurate quantitative result, as was also experienced 
by Johnson, et al. [15] with their blind deconvolution strategy. Using a finer bin size, 0.001 ns, did not yield 
an accuracy improvement sufficient to justify the additional run time. 

 
 

3.0 Results and Discussion 

 

3.1 Finding a Common Peak Form 

Figure 1 demonstrates how the peak form (including the leading edge and trailing tail of the peak) 
and peak resolution can vary between different ion species in atom probe spectra. The problem is further 
illustrated by the portions of the TOF spectra shown in Figure 3 (Figure S 3), Figure 5 (Figure S 4), Figure 
7 (Figure S 5, Figure S 6), Figure 9 (Figure S 7), Figure 11 (Figure S 8) for the specimen materials reported 
in Table 1. The families of peaks have a wide variety of forms with varying degrees of asymmetry. 
Generally, no single model peak form can be universally applied to all peaks within a single spectrum, or 
between different spectra collected from the same specimen material. Further, while a component of the 
resolution varies as a function of (m/n), the peak form does not vary as a systematic and predictable function 
of (m/n). This can be a problem for quantitative analyses involving inter-element comparisons or analyses 
between multiple and different ions species. Fortunately, for isotopic analyses within a single spectrum, we 
have no reason to believe the isotopic variants of a single ion species will have significantly different peak 
forms. It is for this reason the main constraint imposed by the adaptive peak fitting algorithm is the 
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requirement that there be a shared peak form between isotopic variants within a single ion species. Likewise, 
we used corresponding and identically sized regions of interest for the LRAB analyses. Determining a 
common peak form permits peak decomposition between isotopic variants of an ion species and accurate 
isotopic analyses, in the presence of complicated tail structures, without a priori knowledge of the isotopic 
abundance.    

 

3.2 Multi-hit Event Artifacts – Using Filtered Data 

The atom probe has been described as a point projection microscope merged with a TOF mass 
spectrometer [16]. In APT, the TOF measurement is initiated by a laser pulse, or a voltage pulse, that is 
used to promote the field evaporation of, ideally, one ion from the specimen surface – i.e., a single-hit 
detection event. However, multi-hit detection events are also possible, in which multiple ions are detected 
in association with a single pulse. Multi-hit events, also referred to as “multiples”, are classified according 
to the number of constituent ions detected in association with a single pulse event, e.g., multiplicity-2 
consists of two detected ions on a single pulse [45, 46]. The detected ions can be further classified by the 
order of arrival, e.g., first-of-multiples (FOM), second-of-multiples (SOM), and third-of-multiples (TOM).  

 
Several mechanisms have been proposed to explain the field evaporation of multiple ions from a 

specimen during a pulse [46-49], and some elements can be preferentially field evaporated in multi-hit 
events [46, 49-52]. The constituent ions in multi-hit detection events are often closely correlated in space 
and time [53, 54], making it difficult for the ion detection system to identify the number of individual ions 
that impact the detector. The effect is due to detector deadtime and is also known as ion pile-up [55-57]. 
When pile-up occurs, multiple ion impacts on the detector can be perceived as a single ion by the detection 
system [18]. It is also possible that no ions will be resolved by the hit finding algorithm. Therefore, ions 
can be lost in the detection process due to the detector dead-time and different ion species can suffer 
different degrees of loss. Due to both the detection efficiency being below 100 %, and the effects of detector 
dead-time, the true multiplicity of a multi-hit event is not known [58].  

  
Multi-hit ion detection events in APT can experience significant signal loss as a result of detector dead 

time. The signal loss produces bias in the concentration values determined from the mass spectrum [46, 49, 
51, 59-61]. Major constituents in the mass spectrum, as well as elements preferentially field evaporated in 
multi-hit events, will be the most affected [18]. Ideally, a mathematical deadtime correction could be 
applied to the data set to compensate for this bias.  However, the problem of fully correcting for deadtime 
effects in an atom probe tomography data set is significantly more complex than with other spectrometry 
methods [62, 63]. Several such deadtime correction algorithms have been proposed in the literature [59, 61, 
63, 64]; however, none have seen widespread use. Further, there has been no systematic study to compare 
the effectiveness of these algorithms on known, or well characterized, reference materials. 

IFB is a well-known signal artifact associated with the micro-channel plates (MCPs) used in the single 
ion detection systems employed in atom probe tomography [65-69]. IFB can produce artifact peaks in the 
mass spectrum and raise the background signal in regions of the mass spectrum adjacent to major peaks 
[66, 67]. Each artifact peak is separated from its parent peak by a specific mean TOF difference. The effects 
of IFB are most pronounced when operating the MCP at a high gain, as is required in APT for single ion 
detection, or under poor vacuum conditions. Operating the MCP assembly below the saturation mode is 
generally not recommended for mass spectrometry applications, since this may introduce a relative 
difference in the detection efficiencies for different (m/n) ions [66]. Therefore, instrument manufacturers 
employ several strategies to reduce IFB in detection systems, e.g., using multi-stage MCP assemblies with 
opposing bias angles (i.e., the chevron configuration) [69, 70], applying input surface coatings to the MCP, 
or employing a software-based IFB filter. 
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IFB is commonly observed in silicon mass spectra. Figure S 1 compares the multi-hit mass spectra 
for three different multiplicity values in the mass spectrum of a commercially available silicon pre-sharp 
specimen. In the multiplicity-1 (single-hit) mass spectrum, the Si2+ isotope peaks lie in the correct positions 
and no artifact peaks are apparent. However, the multiplicity-2 mass spectrum contains a significant artifact 
peak on the high (m/n) side of the 29Si2+ peak. The TOF difference between the artifact peak and the parent 
28Si2+ peak is approximately 5 ns, indicating that the artifact peak is due to IFB. The magnitude of the 
artifact peak is substantially greater than that of the 29Si2+ peak in the multiplicity-2 spectrum. A second 
IFB peak is observed on the high (m/n) side of the 30Si2+ peak in the multiplicity-3 spectrum. Ion correlation 
analysis indicates that this second artifact peak is associated with the first artifact peak on the 29Si2+ peak 
and lies at approximately 5 ns from the first artifact peak. The LEAP data acquisition software applies a 
filter to the raw ion data that removes much of IFB signal from the mass spectrum. Under most 
circumstances, the IFB filter can work well; however, as demonstrated, the IFB filter can fail under certain 
circumstances which are not fully understood. The IFB signal can contribute significant false intensity to 
regions of interest in the multi-hit mass spectrum adding an unquantifiable bias to any measurement that 
includes a contribution from this artifact. 

Peak position shift and loss of resolution are two other artifacts that can be encountered in multi-hit 
spectra. Figure S 2 shows sections of multiplicity-2 spectra for the natural tungsten specimen, as an 
example.  The W2+ ions are properly positioned in the mass spectrum for both the FOM and the SOM. 
Further, the mass resolution is similar between the FOM and the SOM. Similar behavior was not observed 
for the W3+ ions. A significant peak position shift has occurred between the FOM and SOM ions (+0.07 
Da). Also, the mass resolution has significantly degraded between the FOM and SOM spectra. While the 
reason for the shift and resolution loss in the SOM spectrum is not understood, the implication is clear. Any 
mass spectrum that includes multi-hit data can suffer some degradation of resolution.      

Reducing the number of multi-hit events in a data set, either through data acquisition conditions [18], 
or through reduction of ion detection efficiency [71] has been shown to improve isotopic abundance and 
elemental composition measurements. Given the number of artifacts present in the multi-hit spectrum, the 
multi-hit signal is a major source of bias in quantitative analyses. Therefore, the highest accuracy isotopic 
analysis measurements are achieved when as much as possible of the multi-hit contribution is removed 
from the mass spectrum (or TOF spectrum). Unfortunately, this can result in considerable ion signal loss 
when the fraction of multi-hit detection events is high. However, these ion losses can be tolerated for our 
experiments in which single-phase reference materials are used.  

 

3.3 Testing Isotopic Analysis Approaches 

The accuracy of the isotopic abundance measurement was found to be largely dependent upon the 
amount of multi-hit detection events in the spectrum and on the ranging strategy employed. We give five 
examples here, with varying complexity in terms of number of multi-hit ions, peak shape, and peak overlap. 
Further examples are given in the supplementary materials. 

 

3.3.1 Tungsten (natural, 4 % multi-hits) 

The initial testing and evaluation of the adaptive peak fitting algorithm was accomplished with the 
natural tungsten corrected TOF spectrum. As discussed earlier, we chose to work with the corrected TOF 
spectrum (CRW) for all adaptive peak fitting analyses. Using the corrected TOF spectrum can reduce the 
fitting errors associated with our assumption that isotopic variants of the same ion species share a common 
peak form.  Since the tungsten data set has a low fraction of multi-hit detection events, approx. 0.04, the 
quantitative analysis is expected to have little bias introduced by the multi-hit data. The tungsten spectrum 
contains five isotopes that are well separated for W2+ (Figure S 3) but overlap with one another at W3+ 
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(Figure 3). Even if the overlap is not accounted for when measuring peak intensities, the isotopic abundance 
should be within a few percent relative error on the expected value. We used the W2+ and the W3+ peak 
families in the quantitative analysis. The peak forms of the two tungsten charge states are quite different 
from one another (Figure 3 and Figure S 3) yet the adaptive peak fitting algorithm successfully discerned 
the peak shape and decomposed the overlapping peaks. The SSR is based on the fit to the normalized 
spectrum and provides a measure of the amount of error between the fit and the empirical data. For an exact 
fit to the empirical data, the SSR will be zero. The SSR values were 1.5 (W2+) and 0.1 (W3+).  

Figure 4 shows the results of the isotopic analyses in the form of a radar plot. The axes indicate the 
percent relative error observed for each of five different measurement methods. The isotopic abundance 
measurements are tabulated in Table S 2, with the associated percent relative errors reported in Table S 3. 
The number of single-hit ions recorded for each isotope is reported in Table S 4, for reference. All 
measurement methods performed well for the four major isotopes, with the relative error < 1.5 % on the 
accepted value. Comparing the two peak fitting analyses provided in Table S 3 indicates filtering the data 
to remove multi-hit events did not enhance the accuracy – not surprising, since the data set contained few 
multi-hit events. The results are supported by the two IVAS analyses provided. Using the ion counts 
reported in Table S 4, and assuming the number of counts in each bin is Poisson distributed, we can roughly 
estimate the 1- percent relative errors expected on each abundance through counting statistics alone (i.e., 
180W = ± 3.8 %, 182W = ± 0.3 %, 183W = ± 0.4 %, 184W = ± 0.3 %, 186W = ± 0.3 %).  Comparing the counting-
statistics-related errors with the relative errors reported in Table S 3 shows our Filtered Fit results are 
consistent with an experiment in which the accuracy is largely limited by the number of ions collected. 

Throughout this work, we will refer to isotopes as being arbitrarily major (> 0.1), minor (0.1 – 
0.01), or trace (< 0.01) for the abundance range specified in parentheses. Tungsten displays four major 
isotopes (182W, 183W, 184W, 186W) and one trace isotope (180W). The results for the trace isotope, 180W, 
showed a lot of variation, due to the low number of counts recorded for the peak, as compared to the four 
major peaks. Consistent with the other specimen data sets and analyses included in this study, the Max 
Channel method yielded the least accurate results for minor and trace isotopes.  

 

3.3.2 SRM981 (natural, 16 % multi-hits) 

SRM981 is a common-lead isotopic abundance reference material. The corrected TOF spectrum 
(CRW) was used as the input for the adaptive peak fitting algorithm. The four isotopes observed in the lead 
spectrum (204Pb, 206Pb, 207Pb, 208Pb) overlap with one another, as shown in Figure 5 (Pb1+) and Figure S 4 
(Pb2+). Even if the overlap is not accounted for when measuring peak intensities, the isotopic abundance is 
expected to be within a few percent relative error on the expected value. We used the Pb1+ and the Pb2+ 
peak families in the quantitative analysis. As with the tungsten, the adaptive peak fitting algorithm 
successfully discerned the peak shape and decomposed the overlapping peaks in each case. The SSR values, 
based on the fit to the normalized spectrum, were 0.05 (Pb2+) and 0.03 (Pb+). 

Figure 6 summarizes the results of the SRM981 isotopic analyses. The axes indicate the percent 
relative error observed for each of five different measurement methods. The isotopic abundance 
measurements are tabulated in Table S 2, with the associated percent relative errors reported in Table S 3. 
For reference, the number of ions for each recorded isotope is provided under three different analysis 
conditions (Table S 5). 

The fraction of multi-hit detection events, approx. 0.16, is four times higher than for the tungsten 
data set. The quantitative analysis results are therefore expected to show some evidence of bias that can be 
attributed to the multi-hit data. Comparing the two peak fitting analyses in Table S 3 shows better than a 
factor of 2x improvement in accuracy is observed for all four isotopes after the multi-hit data is removed 
from the analysis. The results are supported by the two IVAS analyses provided. Filtering out the multi-hit 
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data and using adaptive peak fitting delivered a relative error < 0.5 % on all four isotopes. Using the ion 
counts reported in Table S 5, and assuming the number of counts in each bin is Poisson distributed, we can 
roughly estimate the 1- percent relative errors expected on each abundance through counting statistics 
alone (i.e., 204Pb = ± 5.9 %, 206Pb = ± 1.6 %, 207Pb = ± 1.6 %, 208Pb = ± 1.2 %).  Comparing the counting-
statistics-related errors with the relative errors reported in Table S 3 shows our Filtered Fit results are again 
well within the range of values expected for an experiment in which the accuracy is mainly limited by the 
number of ions collected. 

Table 2 summarizes the results obtained with the peak fitting algorithm when different bin widths 
are used in the corrected TOF spectrum. Reducing the bin width from 0.1 ns to 0.01 ns provided > 2x 
improvement in accuracy – comparable to the accuracy gained by using the 0.01 ns bin size and filtering 
out the multi-hit events. This improvement in accuracy can be achieved without incurring a prohibitively 
long run time. The reduction in relative error observed with the finer bin size is attributed to the fitting 
algorithm being able to better position the peaks in the discrete binned histogram that comprises the 
spectrum. A peak positioning error of 0.01 ns will inherently provide a better fit, i.e., smaller residual, than 
a peak positioning error of 0.1 ns. 

 

3.3.3 CRM 129-A (triuranium octoxide, 34 % multi-hits) 

CRM 129-A is an uranium oxide (U3O8) isotopic reference material synthesized to mimic natural 
uranium abundance. The corrected TOF spectrum (CRW) was used as the input for the adaptive peak fitting 
algorithm. A 0.01 ns bin width was used for analysis. We used the UO2

1+, UO2
2+, and the UO3

1+ peak 
families in the quantitative analysis. The two main isotopes observed in the spectrum (235U, 238U) overlap 
with one another, as shown in Figure 7 (UO2

2+), Figure S 5 (UO2
+) and Figure S 6 (UO3

+). The fitting of 
the trace isotope peak proved challenging for the adaptive peak fitting algorithm, since the two isotopes 
differ in abundance by a factor of 138x. However, the adaptive peak fitting algorithm was able to 
successfully discern the peak shape and decompose the overlapping peaks for each ion species. The 
complicated tail structures, including buried hydride peaks, were successfully captured by the fit. The 
hydride peaks could thus be properly attributed to the respective parent isotope peaks during quantification. 
The quality of the fit was excellent with the SSR values 0.0002 (UO2

2+), 0.00003 (UO2
+), and 0.00003 

(UO3
+). The SSR is based on the fit of the normalized spectrum. The sum of squared residual values reported 

for this material are notably smaller than those found for the other materials in this study. The reason is the 
large abundance difference between the 235U and the 238U, so the fitting result is heavily influenced by the 
238U peak. Natural uranium also has a 234 isotope that we can see a hint of in Figure 7 (approx. 780 ns). 

Figure 8 summarizes the results of the CRM 129-A isotopic analyses. The axes indicate the percent 
relative error observed for each of five different measurement methods. The isotopic abundance 
measurements are tabulated in Table S 2, with the associated percent relative errors reported in Table S 3. 
The number of ions associated with each recorded isotope in the single hit spectrum is provided in Table S 
6. Using the ion counts reported in Table S 6, and assuming the number of counts in each bin is Poisson 
distributed, we can roughly estimate the 1- percent relative errors expected on each abundance through 
counting statistics alone (i.e., 235U = ± 3.0 %, 238U = ± 0.4 %).  Comparing the counting-statistics-related 
errors with the relative errors reported in Table S 3 shows our Filtered Fit results are again well within the 
range of values expected for an experiment in which the accuracy is predominantly limited by the number 
of ions collected. 

The fraction of multi-hit detection events, approx. 0.34, is eight times higher than for the tungsten 
data set. The quantitative analysis results are therefore expected to show evidence of bias that can be 
attributed to the multi-hit data. Comparing the two peak fitting analyses in Table S 3 shows approx. a 4-
fold improvement in accuracy on the trace isotope after the multi-hit data is removed from the analysis. 
Similarly, the two IVAS analyses show approx. a 4-fold improvement in accuracy for both isotopes after 
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the multi-hit data is removed from the analysis. Filtering out the multi-hit data and using adaptive peak 
fitting delivered a relative error < 2 % on both isotopes. The anomalous accuracy reported here for the 
FWHM method appears to be merely fortuitous. The average of the abundance measurements made on the 
three different ion species (UO2

2+, UO2
1+, and UO3

1+) happened to reduce the relative error. This behavior 
is not consistent when taken in the company of all other FWHM results shown in Table S 3. 

 

3.3.4 Boron (natural, 64 % multi-hits) 

Natural boron provides an interesting test case for performing accurate isotopic analyses. We have 
chosen to use a 10B abundance of 0.199, since this is the IUPAC representative isotopic composition and is 
the value NIST has reported as typically encountered in laboratory environments. We used the B1+ and the 
B2+ peak families in the quantitative analysis. Two boron isotope peaks (10B, 11B) are observed in the 
spectrum (Figure 9 and Figure S 7). The peaks tend to have a complicated tail structure, not easily modeled 
with a single exponential function. Further, the 10B tail often extends well underneath the 11B peak (Figure 
9), making it important to accurately fit and remove the 10B tail contribution from the 11B peak for accurate 
quantitative analyses. 

The corrected TOF spectrum (CRW) was used in the adaptive peak fitting algorithm, and three bin 
widths, spanning 3 orders of magnitude, were compared on filtered (single-hit) data (Table 3). An approx. 
5-fold improvement in relative error was observed upon switching from a 0.1 ns bin width to a 0.01 ns bin 
width. However, no significant difference in accuracy was achieved by using a 0.001 ns bin width. A similar 
trend was observed for the lead analysis above. Therefore, in the interest of maximizing accuracy and 
minimizing analysis time, the 0.01 ns bin width seems to offer the optimal results – equivalent accuracy 
and 10x faster processing time over the 0.001 ns bin width. 

The fraction of multi-hit detection events, approx. 0.64, is sixteen times higher than for the tungsten 
data set. The quantitative analysis results are therefore expected to show significant evidence of bias that 
can be attributed to the multi-hit data. Comparing the two IVAS analyses in Table S 3, a factor of 3x 
improvement in accuracy is observed for both isotopes after the multi-hit data is removed from the analysis. 
The difference in results reported for the single-hit and all-event analyses using peak fitting was even more 
striking, showing an approx. 20-fold improvement in accuracy when the multi-hit data is removed. Filtering 
out the multi-hit data and using adaptive peak fitting delivers a relative error < 2 % on both isotopes - a 
huge improvement over the approx. 30 % relative error observed for 10B in a conventional analysis that 
includes all detection events.  

The adaptive peak fitting algorithm did an excellent job at fitting the peak and tail structure in the 
TOF spectrum (Figure 9 and Figure S 7). The SSR values, based on the fit to the normalized spectrum, 
were 0.02 (B2+) and 0.004 (B+). Figure 10 summarizes the results of the boron isotopic analyses. The axes 
indicate the percent relative error observed for each of five different measurement methods. The isotopic 
abundance measurements are tabulated in Table S 2, with the associated percent relative errors reported in 
Table S 3. For reference, the number of ions for each recorded isotope is provided under four different 
analysis conditions (Table S 7). Using the ion counts reported in Table S 7, and assuming the number of 
counts in each bin is Poisson distributed, we can roughly estimate the 1- percent relative errors expected 
on each abundance through counting statistics alone (i.e., 10B = ± 1.3 %, 11B = ± 0.8 %).  Comparing the 
counting-statistics-related errors with the relative errors reported in Table S 3 shows our Filtered Fit results 
are consistent with an experiment in which the accuracy is largely limited by the number of ions collected.  

In section 2.2.2, Ion Ranging Strategies, we explained that the FWHM for peaks in the corrected 
TOF spectrum can roughly follow a linear relationship with respect to the corrected TOF (ignoring other 
aspects of peak shape and determining FWHM per the criteria in section 2.2.2). Defining the percent relative 
difference between two adjacent peaks as 100 % × (FWHM2 – FWHM1)/FWHM1, where the subscripts 
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indicate the isotopic variant peak, we can expect the percent relative difference to be larger at lower TOF 
values. For example, the relative difference in FWHM between 10B2+ and 11B2+ was estimated to be 2 % for 
corrected TOF (4 % for (m/n)), while the relative difference in FWHM between 207Pb1+ and 208Pb1+ was 
estimated to be 0.2 % for corrected TOF (0.5 % for (m/n). Therefore, the accuracy of boron analyses may 
suffer slightly, since we have assumed isotopic variants within a single ion species have nominally the same 
peak shape. However, in practice, we did not observe a significant difference in the FWHM values between 
the isotopic variants of boron within the families of peaks for either the boron or the CBN materials. Any 
differences were easily accommodated by the “best fit” determined by the peak fitting algorithm, and the 
resulting accuracy significantly outperformed all other methods tested. 

As mentioned above, boron is not an ideal known reference material, since relative to the other 
elements discussed so far, natural boron can have a wide range of isotopic abundance values that depend 
on the source of the natural boron. However, boron is useful as a case study to show the utility and validity 
of the approach used in this manuscript. Boron presents one of the worst cases for multi-hit detection events, 
and it can also have a complicated peak tail structure. While we do not know the precise isotopic abundance 
for boron in the natural boron material, it is not crucial for the purposes of this manuscript. Regardless of 
which natural abundance is chosen here as the reference value, within the specified IUPAC ranges, an 
analysis using “Singles (CRW) + Fitting” produces the least relative error for both 10B (< 4 % rel. error) 
and 11B (< 1 % rel. error). 

 

3.3.5 CBN (natural boron, 80 % multi-hits) 

CBN provides another interesting boron-based test case for performing accurate isotopic analyses. 
As with the natural boron sample, we will use a 10B abundance of 0.199. We used the B1+ and the B2+ peak 
families in the quantitative analysis. Two boron isotope peaks (10B, 11B) are observed in the spectrum 
(Figure 11 and Figure S 8).  

The corrected TOF spectrum (CRW) was used in the adaptive peak fitting algorithm, with a 0.01 
ns bin width. The adaptive peak fitting algorithm did an excellent job at fitting the peak and tail structure 
in the TOF spectrum (Figure 11 and Figure S 8). The SSR values, based on the fit to the normalized 
spectrum, were 0.02 (B2+) and 0.01 (B+). Figure 12 summarizes the results of the boron isotopic analyses 
in the CBN material. The axes indicate the percent relative error observed for each of five different 
measurement methods. The isotopic abundance measurements are tabulated in Table S 2, with the 
associated percent relative errors reported in Table S 3. For reference, the number of ions for each recorded 
isotope is provided under two different analysis conditions (Table S 8). As discussed above for boron, it is 
worth noting the difference in FWHM between isotopic variants of boron ion species can potentially be 
significant. However, we did not observe a significant difference in the FWHM values between the isotopic 
variants of boron within the families of peaks for either the boron or the CBN materials. Using the ion 
counts reported in Table S 8, and assuming the number of counts in each bin is Poisson distributed, we can 
roughly estimate the 1- percent relative errors expected on each abundance through counting statistics 
alone (i.e., 10B = ± 4.7 %, 11B = ± 2.9 %).  Comparing the counting-statistics-related errors with the relative 
errors reported in Table S 3 shows our Filtered Fit results are consistent with an experiment in which the 
accuracy is limited mainly by the number of ions collected.  

The fraction of multi-hit detection events, approx. 0.80, is twenty times higher than for the tungsten 
data set. The quantitative analysis results are therefore expected to show severe bias that can be attributed 
to the multi-hit data. Comparing the two peak fitting analyses in Table S 3, shows an approx. 16-fold 
improvement in accuracy for both isotopes, after the multi-hit data is filtered from the spectrum. Similarly, 
comparing the two IVAS analyses in Table S 3, an approx. 1.5x improvement in accuracy is observed for 
both isotopes after the multi-hit data is removed from the analysis. Filtering out the multi-hit data and using 
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adaptive peak fitting delivers a relative error < 3 % on both isotopes - a huge improvement over the approx. 
45 % to 50 % relative error observed for 10B in a conventional analysis that includes all detection events. 

As mentioned above, natural boron is not an ideal known reference material, as it can have a wide 
range of isotopic abundance values that depend on the source of the boron. While we do not know the 
precise isotopic abundance for boron in the CBN material, it is not crucial for the purposes of this 
manuscript. Regardless of which natural abundance is chosen as the reference value, within the specified 
IUPAC ranges, an analysis using “Singles (CRW) + Fitting” produces the least relative error for both 10B 
and 11B. 

Table S 9 and Table S 10 provide the results of “Filtered (ePOS) + Max Channel” and “Filtered 
(ePOS) + FWHM” analyses for the three data sets that yielded the highest number of multi-hit detection 
events, i.e., CRM 129-A, boron, and CBN. Comparing the unfiltered Max Channel and FWHM results in 
Table S 2 and Table S 3 with the corresponding Filtered results in Table S 9 and Table S 10, further 
demonstrates how filtering out the multi-hit data improves accuracy. However, filtering out the multi-hit 
data does not alone provide optimal accuracy. Filtering plus accurate peak fitting are, together, required to 
consistently achieve maximum accuracy. These results are consistent with the hypothesis that the peak 
shape of all isotopic variants of an ion species are nominally the same. Close examination of Figure 3 
(Figure S 3), Figure 5 (Figure S 4), Figure 7 (Figure S 5, Figure S 6), Figure 9 (Figure S 7), Figure 11 
(Figure S 8) and the peak fitting results recorded in Table S 2 (Table S 3) and Table S 9 (Table S 10) 
confirms this assumption is generally applicable. 

As mentioned earlier, the multi-hit events in the ion data used by the IVAS (CRW) are defined in 
a manner different than that used for the ion data reported in the *.ePOS file.  We have performed adaptive 
peak fitting analyses using both the IVAS-generated unsampled corrected TOF spectrum (CRW) and the 
back-calculated corrected TOF spectrum created from the (m/n) values in the *.ePOS data. The isotopic 
analysis results employing the IVAS-generated corrected TOF spectrum (CRW) were generally found to 
be more accurate than the results obtained from the back-calculated single-hit corrected TOF spectrum 
derived from the *.ePOS data (Table S 11). For B analysis in boron and CBN, the results showed a > 7-
fold gain in accuracy by using the unsampled corrected TOF spectrum (CRW). The discrepancy between 
the single-hit IVAS corrected TOF spectrum (CRW) and the multiplicity information in the *.ePOS file is 
also expected to adversely impact the accuracy of any quantification method that relies on the *.ePOS data, 
for example “Filtered (ePOS) +LRAB” analyses.  

 
Our observation, that filtering out as much of the multi-hit signal as possible from the corrected 

TOF (or mass) spectrum produces inherently accurate results, for all materials studied thus far, is somewhat 
surprising. Based on our understanding of how the LEAP-4000Si ion detection system works, when pile-
up occurs, multiple ion impacts on the detector can be perceived as a single ion by the detection system. 
Therefore, we expect a fraction of the multi-hit signal will be undetected. Similarly, another fraction of the 
multi-hit signal will contribute to the recorded single-hit spectrum. The contribution of these apparent 
single-hit detection events cannot be separated from the true single-hit detection events. Further, we expect 
major constituents in the mass spectrum, as well as elements preferentially field evaporated in multi-hit 
events, will be the most affected by these pile-up-related effects. As a result, in recorded spectra containing 
all ion detection events, the major isotopes will be under-reported and minor-to-trace isotopes will appear 
more abundant. This effect is observed in our results. However, we would expect the opposite to be true for 
the recorded single-hit spectra, since the ion species most affected by pile-up will contribute most of the 
apparent single-hit events. Further, we might expect a systematic variation in bias on different ion species 
(or charge states) based on the relative number of counts associated with each one. However, no such 
consistent biases were observed in this study. The implication is, for reasons we do not yet understand, 
isotopic analyses using the IVAS-reported unsampled single-hit corrected TOF spectrum (CRW) are largely 
unaffected by pulse pile-up contributions. It may be that the contribution of apparent single-hit detection 
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events to the recorded single-hit spectrum is much lower than anticipated, or perhaps, the ion detection 
system is doing a very good job at identifying multi-hit detection events, using solely timing signal-based 
information, even under pile-up situations. It is important to note, the greatest accuracy gains are achieved 
simply by filtering the data to remove as much of the multi-hit signal as possible, as evidenced by comparing 
the “All Events (CRW) + Peak Fitting” results to the “Singles (CRW) + Peak Fitting” results in Table S 2 
and Table S 3. While the adaptive peak fitting algorithm does contribute to accuracy, the related gains are 
mostly realized in situations involving complicated tail structures and overlapping peaks. 

 

4.0 Conclusions 

We have demonstrated an APT analysis methodology that consistently delivers accurate isotopic 
analysis results for a variety of elements (boron, tungsten, lead, uranium). The accuracy achieved is within 
the range of what would be expected for measurements limited predominantly by counting statistics. 
Accurate results were achieved even in the presence of exceedingly high fractions of multi-hit detection 
events (> 80 %), and in the absence of any mathematical deadtime correction. 

Empirical APT data often contains significant biases that lead to erroneous isotopic abundance 
measurements. We found a major component of this bias is associated with multi-hit detection events. The 
greatest accuracy gains are achieved by filtering the data set to remove as much of the multi-hit signal as 
possible. The more multi-hit detection events in a data set, the greater the observed measurement bias prior 
to filtering out the multi-hit signal, regardless of the ion ranging strategy employed. However, the ranging 
strategy does play a role in accuracy, particularly when peak overlaps and complicated peak tail structures 
are involved in the analysis. Adaptive peak fitting consistently delivers the most accurate results on filtered 
single-hit data. Specifically, we found using the unsampled single-hit corrected TOF spectrum exported by 
IVAS (CRW) provided the most accurate analysis results. Generating a single-hit corrected TOF spectrum 
from the *.ePOS file did not, due, at least in part, to a difference in how the multi-hit events are defined in 
the file. Currently, this dramatically limits the application of our approach to single phase samples or easily 
parsed data sets, since the 3-D reconstructed data (*.ePOS data) cannot be used to perform the most accurate 
analyses. The Max Channel (ePOS) method consistently yields the least accurate results. The FWHM 
(ePOS) method can deliver high accuracy results, but it is inconsistent – delivering highly accurate results 
on one data set, but poorly accurate results on another. The IVAS-LRAB (ePOS) solutions generally 
provide measurement accuracies somewhere in the middle of the measured accuracy ranges. Where the 
IVAS-LRAB method fails, it is usually because of a mismatch between the actual form of the peak tail and 
the mathematical model employed by the software to fit the tail. The Singles (ePOS) + IVAS-LRAB 
analyses also suffer an accuracy loss, because this method relies on the *.ePOS file for single-hit 
information. 

We offer the following guidelines for making accurate isotopic abundance measurements: (1) 
Work with the IVAS-generated unsampled corrected TOF spectrum (CRW), with a bin width of 0.01 ns 
or shorter, when possible. (2) Filter the data set to remove the detection events designated as multi-hit. (3) 
Treat each ion species as a separate measurement for isotopic abundance. (4) Assume all isotopic variants 
of a given ion species have the same peak form.  (5) Use an optimization algorithm to determine an 
estimate of the common peak form shared by the isotopic variants of a given ion species. (6) Pool the 
isotopic abundance measurements obtained from each ion species to report the isotopic abundance for the 
specimen (We used simple averaging with excellent results.). The proposed analysis methodology is only 
applicable to isotopic analyses, not inter-element analyses. Completely different ion species lying at 
different positions in the corrected TOF spectrum cannot be relied upon to have the same peak form. 
Therefore, a fundamental assumption in our methodology would be violated. Further, some elements are 
preferentially detected in multi-hit detection events and so can be preferentially lost to deadtime effects. 
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Pulse pile-up from multi-hit detection events is expected to contribute to the recorded single-hit 
spectrum. However, for reasons we do not yet understand, the unsampled single-hit corrected TOF 
spectrum exported by IVAS appears to contain little or no bias as a result of pulse pile-up contributions 
when used to perform isotopic analyses – even for analyses with multi-hit fractions as high as 80 %. 
Further, we observed no systematic variation in bias on different ion species (or charge states), or relative 
to the number of counts associated with each ion species. Hopefully, the publication of this manuscript 
will generate some discussion within the community on this topic and yield new insights into the 
phenomenon behind our observations. Increased access to raw ion data, and a better understanding of the 
raw data, might enable the development of better approaches to interpretation of the detection events and 
potentially lead to more accurate and precise analyses.   
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Table 1: Specimen acquisition conditions. 

 

 

Table 2: Isotopic abundance measurements (CRW, peak fitting) for Pb in common lead isotopic standard, SRM981. 

 

 

 

              

 Temperature Detection Rate Pulse Energy Pulse Frequency Multiples Pressure 

  (K) (%) (pJ) (kHz) (%) (Pa) 

CBN 25 0.1-1.0 45-700 500 80 4.7E-09 

B 44 0.5 20 500 64 1.1E-08 

CRM 129-A (U) 57 1 2 250 34 6.5E-08 

SRM981 (Pb) 44 1 40 160 16 1.9E-08 

Si 44 0.5 0.058 500 19 1.3E-08 

W 25 1 200 250 4 1.5E-08 
 

            
SRM981  Measured Abundance 
Bin Size 

(ns) 
Detection 

Events 208 207 206 204 
0.1 Single-Hit 0.516 0.223 0.245 0.015 

0.01 All 0.516 0.223 0.245 0.015 
0.01 Single-Hit 0.522 0.222 0.242 0.014 

Reference  0.524 0.221 0.241 0.014 
            

SRM981  Relative Error (%) 
Bin Size 

(ns) 
Detection 

Events 208 207 206 204 
0.1 Single-Hit -1.39 1.11 1.51 8.26 

0.01 All -1.34 1.05 1.61 5.67 
0.01 Single-Hit -0.25 0.48 0.11 -0.23 
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Table 3: Isotopic abundance measurements (CRW, peak fitting) for B in natural boron. 

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 1: Comparison of spectrum peak forms encountered for a geological specimen - (a) Mass spectrum (ePOS), (b) Corrected 
TOF spectrum (ePOS). The peak maxima have been brought into coincidence with one another and the ion count for each peak 
has been normalized to its maximum channel. 

 

        
Boron  Measured Abundance 

Bin Size 
(ns) 

Detection 
Events 11 10 

0.01 All 0.743 0.257 
0.1 Single-Hit 0.816 0.184 

0.01 Single-Hit 0.804 0.196 
0.001 Single-Hit 0.803 0.197 

Reference  0.801 0.199 
        

Boron  Relative Error (%) 
Bin Size 

(ns) 
Detection 

Events 11 10 
0.01 All -7.27 29.27 
0.1 Single-Hit 1.84 -7.42 

0.01 Single-Hit 0.38 -1.55 
0.001 Single-Hit 0.28 -1.13 
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Figure 2: Hypothetical mass spectrum consisting of three model Gaussian peaks each having an identical integrated peak 
intensity, but a different resolution (i.e., standard deviation). The true concentration of each component is therefore about 0.33. 
Quantification using only the peak maxima will yield erroneous concentration results, i.e., blue (left) = 0.57, black (middle) = 0.29 

and red (right) = 0.14. 

(a)   (b) 

Figure 3: Tungsten, corrected TOF spectrum (CRW) showing the isotopic variants of the W3+ ion species (black dots = empirical 
data). (a) Blue hollow circles indicate the total result of the adaptive peak fitting algorithm. (b) The individual peaks determined 
by the adaptive peak fitting algorithm - red triangles (A = 186), green stars (A = 184), magenta inverted triangles (A = 183), cyan 
asterisks (A = 182), and orange squares (A = 180). 
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Figure 4: Tungsten percent relative error, comparison of isotopic abundance measurements by different methods – cyan 
diamonds (A = 186), blue inverted triangles (A = 184), green triangles (A = 183), red circles (A = 182), and black squares (A = 
180). 

 

 

 (a) (b) 

Figure 5: SRM981, corrected TOF spectrum (CRW) showing the isotopic variants of the Pb1+ ion species (black dots = empirical 
data). (a) Blue hollow circles indicate the total result of the adaptive peak fitting algorithm. (b) The individual peaks determined 
by the adaptive peak fitting algorithm - red triangles (A = 208), green stars (A = 207), cyan triangles (A = 206), and magenta 
asterisks (A = 204). 
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Figure 6: SRM981 percent relative error, comparison of isotopic abundance measurements by different measurement methods – 
inverted blue triangles (A = 208), green triangles (A = 207), red circles (A = 206), and black squares (A = 204). 

 

 

 (a) (b) 

Figure 7: CRM 129-A, corrected TOF spectrum (CRW) showing the isotopic variants of the UO22+ ion species (black dots = 
empirical data). (a) Blue hollow circles indicate the total result of the adaptive peak fitting algorithm. (b) The individual peaks 
determined by the adaptive peak fitting algorithm - red triangles (A = 238) and green stars (A = 235). Note the hydride-related 
peaks on the trailing tail for each peak.  
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Figure 8: CRM 129-A, U percent relative error, comparison of isotopic abundance measurements by different methods - - red 
circles (A = 238) and black squares (A = 235). 

 

 (a) (b) 

Figure 9: Boron, corrected TOF spectrum (CRW) showing the isotopic variants of the B2+ ion species (black dots = empirical data). 
(a) Blue hollow circles indicate the total result of the adaptive peak fitting algorithm. (b) The individual peaks determined by the 
adaptive peak fitting algorithm – green stars (A = 11) and red triangles (A = 10). 
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Figure 10: Boron percent relative error, comparison of isotopic abundance measurements by different methods – red circles (A = 
11) and black squares (A = 10). 

 

 (a)  (b) 

Figure 11: CBN, corrected TOF spectrum (CRW) showing the isotopic variants of the B2+ ion species (black dots = empirical data). 
(a) Blue hollow circles indicate the total result of the adaptive peak fitting algorithm. (b) The individual peaks determined by the 

adaptive peak fitting algorithm - green stars (A = 11) and red triangles (A = 10). 
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Figure 12: CBN percent relative error, comparison of isotopic abundance measurements by different methods – red circles (A = 
11) and black squares (A = 10). 
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S2.2.2 Adaptive Peak Fitting Algorithm Outline 

The adaptive peak fitting algorithm uses a gradient descent approach to minimize the sum of squared 
residuals (SSR) to find an optimum peak form, subject to the constraints that all isotopic variants of a 
given ion species will have the same peak form and the spectrum is a linear combination of these 
component spectra. The isotopic peak with the highest intensity (highest isotopic abundance) is chosen as 
the reference component spectrum. Each other component spectrum is generated by creating a copy of the 
reference component spectrum at the user-defined peak positions and scaling the channel intensities. 
Therefore, the reference spectrum channel intensities and the scaling factors (one for each component 
peak spectrum) are the parameters to be optimized by the gradient descent algorithm. 

The SSR, is a defined and differentiable multi-variate function, SSR = ƒ(xm), in which xm is a point in 
multi-dimensional space comprised of the scaling factors, Bi, and the n channel intensities in the reference 
spectrum, S1. The gradient descent optimization algorithm seeks to find a local minimum in the function, 
based on the premise that the SSR at the point, xm, will decrease with steepest descent in the direction of 
the negative gradient of the SSR.  Therefore, as the algorithm proceeds through each iteration, a sequence 
of points, xm  = (x0, x1, x2, … ), is generated according to the expression, 𝑥 =  𝑥 −  𝛾∇𝑆𝑆𝑅(𝑥 ). 
Ideally, the sequence of xm converges to the local minimum. 

 

I. Import the empirical spectrum data as a vector, E. 
a. Subset E to limit the analysis to a single family of peaks. 
b. Save the subset of E as a new vector, R. 
c. Normalize each channel in R to the maximum channel intensity within R. 
d. Perform Savitzky-Golay smoothing (optional). 
e. Determine the number of channels, n, in R. 

II. Enter the user defined parameters. 
a. Specify the number of isotopes (i.e. peaks) to include in the analysis, p. 
b. Specify the position of each peak used in the analysis. 
c. Provide initial estimates for the fitting parameters, x0 = (Bi, S1). 

i. Scaling factors, Bi  
ii. Reference spectrum channel intensities (the component spectrum 

corresponding to the most intense peak), S1 
d. Set the number of iterations for the gradient descent optimization. 
e. Specify the step size, , for each iteration of the gradient descent.  

III. Initialize the parameters for gradient descent optimization. 
a. Use the peak positions to determine the corresponding channels between the 

component spectra (The channel intensities in each component spectrum are 
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dependent upon the corresponding channel intensities in the other component 
spectra.). 

b. Generate each component spectrum (S2, …, Sp) using peak position, scaling factor, and 
reference spectrum intensities. 

c. Sum the component spectra (S1 + S2 + … Sp) to produce the first estimate of the 
empirical spectrum, H. 

d. Calculate the residual vector, r = R – H. 
IV. Employ gradient descent optimization to minimize the cost function. 

a. Calculate the residual using the results of the previous iteration. 
b. Calculate the gradient of the cost function. The SSR is defined as 𝑆𝑆𝑅 =

 ∑ (𝑅 − 𝐻 ) . 
c. Revise the estimates of the fitting parameters, x = (Bi, S1).  

𝑥 =  𝑥 −  𝛾∇𝑆𝑆𝑅(𝑥 ) 

d. Revise each component spectrum (S2, …, Sp) using the new scaling factors, new 
reference spectrum channel intensities, and the stored corresponding channel 
information. 

e. Enforce non-negative solutions and remove fitting artifacts. 
i. The intensity in all channels below the first left-hand zero crossing point are set 

to zero. 
ii. The intensity in all channels above the first right-hand zero crossing point are 

set to zero. 
f. Sum the component spectra (S1 + S2 + … Sp) to produce a revised estimate of the 

empirical spectrum, H. 
g. Repeat steps a – f for the specified number of iterations. 

V. Assess results 
a. Plot the total fit and the component spectra superimposed on the empirical spectrum. 
b. Plot the residual spectrum. 

i. Identify any characteristic features in the residual spectrum indicating peak 
position errors or scaling errors (e.g., not enough iterations). 

ii. Adjust the peak positions accordingly and re-run the program. 
c. Calculate the isotopic abundance from the final optimized scaling factors. 

Abundance = 𝐵 / ∑ 𝐵  
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Table S 1: Comparing the number of single-hit events recorded in the *.ePOS file vs. the unsampled IVAS (CRW) corrected TOF 
spectrum. The manufacturer uses different multi-hit event definitions in the two files.  

 

Difference
*.ePOS Cal/Recon Wizard (%)

CBN 679420 383009 77
Boron 2685241 2066655 30
CRM 129-A 20811870 18777040 11
SRM981 1652788 1591915 4
Tungsten 28742177 26569700 8

Number of Single-Hit Events
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Table S 2:  Comparison of isotopic abundance measurements using different measurement methods.  

CBN 10B 11B
All Events (ePOS), Max. Channel 0.287 0.713
All Events (ePOS), FWHM 0.287 0.713
All Events (ePOS), IVAS (LRAB) 0.299 0.701
All Events (CRW), Peak Fitting 0.280 0.720
Singles (ePOS),  IVAS (LRAB) 0.272 0.728
Singles (CRW), Peak Fitting 0.204 0.796
Accepted Value 0.199 0.801

Boron 10B 11B
All Events (ePOS), Max. Channel 0.269 0.731
All Events (ePOS), FWHM 0.256 0.744
All Events (ePOS), IVAS (LRAB) 0.263 0.737
All Events (CRW), Peak Fitting 0.257 0.743
Singles (ePOS),  IVAS (LRAB) 0.220 0.780
Singles (CRW), Peak Fitting 0.196 0.804
Accepted Value 0.199 0.801

SRM981 204Pb 206Pb 207Pb 208Pb
All Events (ePOS), Max. Channel 0.018 0.240 0.230 0.511
All Events (ePOS), FWHM 0.014 0.242 0.226 0.518
All Events (ePOS), IVAS (LRAB) 0.016 0.249 0.226 0.510
All Events (CRW), Peak Fitting 0.015 0.245 0.223 0.516
Singles (ePOS),  IVAS (LRAB) 0.015 0.245 0.223 0.516
Singles (CRW), Peak Fitting 0.014 0.242 0.222 0.522
Accepted Value 0.014 0.241 0.221 0.523

CRM 129-A 235U 238U
All Events (ePOS), Max. Channel 0.0102 0.9898
All Events (ePOS), FWHM 0.0072 0.9928
All Events (ePOS), IVAS (LRAB) 0.0094 0.9906
All Events (CRW), Peak Fitting 0.0077 0.9923
Singles (ePOS),  IVAS (LRAB) 0.0078 0.9922
Singles (CRW), Peak Fitting 0.0071 0.9929
Accepted Value 0.0072 0.9927

Tungsten 180W 182W 183W 184W 186W
All Events (ePOS), Max. Channel 0.0014 0.2667 0.1445 0.3066 0.2808
All Events (ePOS), FWHM 0.0011 0.2648 0.1440 0.3069 0.2833
All Events (ePOS), IVAS (LRAB) 0.0012 0.2675 0.1412 0.3061 0.2841
All Events (CRW), Peak Fitting 0.0012 0.2657 0.1431 0.3063 0.2837
Singles (ePOS),  IVAS (LRAB) 0.0012 0.2674 0.1412 0.3061 0.2841
Singles (CRW), Peak Fitting 0.0012 0.2640 0.1430 0.3063 0.2856
Accepted Value 0.0012 0.2650 0.1431 0.3064 0.2843

Measured Abundance
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Table S 3: Percent relative error for values in Table S 2. 

CBN 10B 11B
All Events (ePOS), Max. Channel 44.09 -10.95
All Events (ePOS), FWHM 44.11 -10.96
All Events (ePOS), IVAS (LRAB) 50.50 -12.55
All Events (CRW), Peak Fitting 40.93 -10.17
Singles (ePOS), IVAS (LRAB) 36.72 -9.12
Singles (CRW), Peak Fitting 2.55 -0.63

Boron 10B 11B
All Events (ePOS), Max. Channel 35.27 -8.76
All Events (ePOS), FWHM 28.68 -7.13
All Events (ePOS), IVAS (LRAB) 32.22 -8.00
All Events (CRW), Peak Fitting 29.27 -7.27
Singles (ePOS), IVAS (LRAB) 10.33 -2.57
Singles (CRW), Peak Fitting -1.55 0.38

SRM981 204Pb 206Pb 207Pb 208Pb
All Events (ePOS), Max. Channel 27.30 -0.51 4.32 -2.33
All Events (ePOS), FWHM 0.20 0.06 2.22 -0.97
All Events (ePOS), IVAS (LRAB) 13.59 2.99 2.13 -2.65
All Events (CRW), Peak Fitting 7.59 1.80 0.97 -1.44
Singles (ePOS), IVAS (LRAB) 6.87 1.55 1.03 -1.34
Singles (CRW), Peak Fitting -0.23 0.11 0.48 -0.25

CRM 129-A 235U 238U
All Events (ePOS), Max. Channel 42.06 -0.30
All Events (ePOS), FWHM 0.16 0.00
All Events (ePOS), IVAS (LRAB) 30.39 -0.21
All Events (CRW), Peak Fitting 6.83 -0.04
Singles (ePOS), IVAS (LRAB) 8.14 -0.05
Singles (CRW), Peak Fitting -1.71 0.02

Tungsten 180W 182W 183W 184W 186W
All Events (ePOS), Max. Channel 12.42 0.63 0.96 0.06 -1.23
All Events (ePOS), FWHM -11.85 -0.09 0.59 0.16 -0.37
All Events (ePOS), IVAS (LRAB) 0.07 0.93 -1.39 -0.12 -0.08
All Events (CRW), Peak Fitting -0.96 0.26 -0.01 -0.03 -0.21
Singles (ePOS), IVAS (LRAB) -0.31 0.91 -1.36 -0.10 -0.09
Singles (CRW), Peak Fitting -2.81 -0.38 -0.12 -0.04 0.44

Relative Deviation From Accepted Value (%)
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Table S 4: Total number of ions recorded in the peak maxima (CRW, peak fitting) for W in natural tungsten. 

 

 

Table S 5: Total number of ions recorded in the peak maxima (CRW, peak fitting) for Pb in common lead, SRM981. 

 

 

Table S 6: Total number of ions recorded in the peak maxima (CRW, peak fitting) for U in natural uranium, CRM 129-A. 

 

 

Table S 7: Total number of ions recorded in the peak maxima (CRW, peak fitting) for B in natural boron. 

 

 

Tungsten
Bin Size (ns) Detection Events 186 184 183 182 180 Total

0.01 Single-Hit 172316 185134 86228 159599 711 603988

Number of Ions

SRM981
Bin Size (ns) Detection Events 208 207 206 204 Total

0.1 Single-Hit 268007 114767 126339 7735 516848
0.01 All 11646 5007 5498 333 22484
0.01 Single-Hit 10777 4581 4998 294 20650

Number of Ions

CRM 129-A
Bin Size (ns) Detection Events 238 235 Total

0.01 Single-Hit 162392 1143 163535

Number of Ions

Boron
Bin Size (ns) Detection Events 11 10 Total

0.01 All 64968 22564 87532
0.1 Single-Hit 247533 58017 305550

0.01 Single-Hit 30183 7454 37637
0.001 Single-Hit 3149 780 3929

Number of Ions

CBN
Bin Size (ns) Detection Events 11 10 Total

0.01 All 6532 2660 9192
0.01 Single-Hit 2129 550 2679

Number of Ions
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Table S 8: Total number of ions recorded in the peak maxima (CRW, peak fitting) for B in CBN. 

 

 

Table S 9: Comparison of isotopic abundance measurements using different measurement methods on filtered single-hit data 
(ePOS, mass spectrum). 
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Table S 10: Percent relative error for values in Table S 9. 

 

Table S 11: Comparing the accuracy of isotopic analyses (Singles + Peak Fitting) performed using the single-hit events contained 
in the *.ePOS file vs. the unsampled IVAS (CRW) corrected TOF spectrum. Isotopic analyses using the CRW corrected TOF 
spectrum tend to be significantly more accurate for data sets containing a large number of multi-hit detection events. 

 

 

Figure S 1: Mass spectra extracted at different multiplicity values for the silicon specimen: multiplicity-1 (blue/solid), multiplicity-
2 (black/dots), multiplicity-3 (red/50% transparent). The bins in each mass spectrum have been normalized to the height of the 
28Si2+ peak. The IFB-related artifact peaks are visible on the high (m/n) side of the 29Si2+ and 30Si2+ peaks.  

Single-hit Corrected
TOF Spectrum 10B 11B

CBN
ePOS 22.87 -5.68
CRW 2.55 -0.63

10B 11B
Boron

ePOS 10.90 -2.71
CRW -1.55 0.38

235U 238U
CRM 129A

ePOS -2.80 0.03
CRW -1.71 0.02

204Pb 206Pb 207Pb 208Pb
SRM 981

ePOS 3.24 0.84 0.70 -0.77
CRW -0.23 0.11 0.48 -0.25

180W 182W 183W 184W 186W
Tungsten

ePOS -2.01 0.24 -0.04 -0.03 -0.20
CRW -2.81 -0.38 -0.12 -0.04 0.44
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 (a) (b) 

Figure S 2: Tungsten, multiplicity-2 mass spectra (ePOS, FOM = black/dots, SOM = red/solid). (a) W2+ charge state ions. (b) W3+ 
charge state ions. Note that the peaks in the SOM mass spectrum are inexplicably shifted to higher (m/n) values by about 0.07 
Da for the W3+ charge state. 

 
 

 

 (a)  (b) 

Figure S 3: Tungsten, corrected TOF spectrum (CRW) showing the isotopic variants of the W2+ ion species (black dots = empirical 
data). (a) Blue hollow circles indicate the total result of the adaptive peak fitting algorithm. (b) The individual peaks determined 
by the adaptive peak fitting algorithm - red triangles (A = 186), green stars (A = 184), magenta inverted triangles (A = 183), cyan 
asterisks (A = 182), and orange squares (A = 180). 
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 (a)  (b) 

Figure S 4: SRM981, corrected TOF spectrum (CRW) showing the isotopic variants of the Pb2+ ion species (black dots = empirical 
data). (a) Blue hollow circles indicate the total result of the adaptive peak fitting algorithm. (b) The individual peaks determined 
by the adaptive peak fitting algorithm - red triangles (A = 208), green stars (A = 207), magenta inverted triangles (A = 206), and 
cyan asterisks (A = 204). 

 

 (a)  (b) 

Figure S 5: CRM 129-A, corrected TOF spectrum (CRW) showing the isotopic variants of the UO21+ ion species (black dots = 
empirical data). (a) Blue hollow circles indicate the total result of the adaptive peak fitting algorithm. (b) The individual peaks 
determined by the adaptive peak fitting algorithm - red triangles (A = 238) and green stars (A = 235). Note the hydride-related 
peaks on the trailing tail for each peak.  
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 (a)  (b) 

 

Figure S 6: CRM 129-A, corrected TOF spectrum (CRW) showing the isotopic variants of the UO31+ ion species (black dots = 
empirical data). (a) Blue hollow circles indicate the total result of the adaptive peak fitting algorithm. (b) The individual peaks 
determined by the adaptive peak fitting algorithm - red triangles (A = 238) and green stars (A = 235). Note the hydride-related 
peaks on the trailing tail for each peak. 

 

 

 (a)  (b) 

Figure S 7: Boron, corrected TOF spectrum (CRW) showing the isotopic variants of the B1+ ion species (black dots = empirical 
data). (a) Blue hollow circles indicate the total result of the adaptive peak fitting algorithm. (b) The individual peaks determined 
by the adaptive peak fitting algorithm - green stars (A = 11) and red triangles (A = 10). 
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 (a)  (b) 

Figure S 8: CBN, corrected TOF spectrum (CRW) showing the isotopic variants of the B1+ ion species (black dots = empirical data). 
(a) Blue hollow circles indicate the total result of the adaptive peak fitting algorithm. (b) The individual peaks determined by the 
adaptive peak fitting algorithm - green stars (A = 11) and red triangles (A = 10). 
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